
Chancellor Flex

Premium Tilt-in-space mechanism with fully adjustable electric 
head tilt

Fully adjustable electric head tilt ensuring unrivalled head support and comfort

Quickly and effortlessly achieve the perfect ‘TV watching’ position

Tilt-In-Space mechanism evenly distributes pressure across your whole body for ultimte 

comfort

Luxurious waterfall adjustable back cushions, together with genreous layers of foam

Choice of premium fabrics including waterproof ‘easy clean’, all available for express delivery

5-year warranty on UK built mechanism

Fully Adjustable Electric Head Tilt.



Chancellor Flex

The new Chancellor Flex chair offers unrivalled comfort and luxury with its fully adjustable electric head tilt 
coupled with the premium tilt-in-space mechanism allowing you to quickly and efforlessly find your perfect 
seating position including ensuring you the perfect TV watching position!

As you recline back in the chair you will find yourself gently tilting back by the ‘tilt-in-space’ motion which 
ensures your feet rise as the same time as the back reclines maintaining even pressure and support across 
your body from your feet to your head. Conventional dual motor chairs stretch your lower back as you recline 
and then compress it when returning to the sitting position, but the Chancellor Flex removes this stretching/
compression of your lower back and dramatically lessens the chances of pressure injuries developing, even 
when sitting for prolonged periods of time.

Choose from a range of premium fabrics including waterproof ‘easy clean’, all of which are available for 
express delivery in any of the three sizes (Small, Medium, Large), ensuring you the perfect fit and with its 5-year 
warranty on the UK built mechanism, you are also guaranteed peace of mind as well as comfort!

Specifications
Model Chancellor Flex - Small Chancellor Flex - Medium Chancellor Flex - Large

User Weight 25st. (160kg) 25st. (160kg) 25st. (160kg)

Motor Dual Dual Dual

Action Type Tilt-In-Space Tilt-In-Space Tilt-In-Space

Back Style Waterfall Waterfall Waterfall

Seat Width 18in. (460mm) 20in. (510mm) 20in. (510mm)

Seat Depth 18in. (460mm) 20in. (510mm) 22in. (540mm)

Seat Height 18in. (460mm) 19in. (480mm) 21in. (510mm)

Overall Width 31in. (790mm) 33in. (840mm) 33in. (840mm)

Overall Depth 37in. (940mm) 39in. (990mm) 41in. (1040mm)

Overall Height 42in. (1070mm) 44in. (1120mm) 46in. (1170mm)

Back Height 29in. (740mm) 29in. (740mm) 31in. (790mm)

Fully Adjustable electric head tilt 
ensuring unrivalled head support 

and comfort

Choice of premium fabrics 
including waterproof ‘easy clean’, 
all available for express delivery 

Premium Tilt-In-Space with fully 
adjustable electric head tilt

Fabric Options
Warm Pewter Spiced Caramel Roasted Hickory Waterproof Mink


